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A B S T R A C T

Self-deployable structures based on shape memory polymer composites (SMPCs) have the capability of self-
deploy, light weight and high load-bearing. This paper presents the detail of an integrative hinge fabricated by
carbon fiber reinforced shape memory epoxy composites in the sequence of material selection, structure design
and manufacture, material and structure experiments, and application. DMA experiments have been conducted
to figure out the temperature sensitivity of SMP. The temperature dependent elastic modulus and strength of
SMPC were determined by tensile experiments. Results from three point bending tests and shape memory re-
covery tests verify the variable stiffness of the integrate SMPC hinge under different temperatures and superior
shape memory properties. Strain distribution during bending process are obtained from both digital image
correlation (DIC) measurements and ABAQUS simulation, showing good consistency with each other. To com-
pare the modal characteristics with traditional SMPC hinge, modal testing and computation have been designed
with free boundary condition. It can be found that the integrative SMPC hinges have the characteristics of
improved reliability and performance, and higher post-deployment stiffness and strength, when compared to
traditional SMPC hinges. Finally, prospective applications of the self-deployable structure have also been illu-
strated.

1. Introduction

Shape memory polymer (SMP) refers to a kind of intelligent mate-
rial which is capable of perceiving external actuations, making active
responses and shape memory effect [1–3]. SMP can deform from the
temporary shape, which is formed by external force, to the initial shape
when exposed to the specific stimulus, such as thermal, electrical, al-
ternating magnetic fields, light and water stimulus [2,4–7]. The me-
chanisms of shape memory effect result from the glass transition or
melting transition of molecular chains in SMP. Compared with shape
memory alloys, SMP and SMPCs have distinctive advantages, including
simple manufacturing process, light weight, large deformation ability
and biological adaptability [8–10]. SMP and SMPCs have shown broad
application prospect and development potential in manufacture of
space deployable structures, medical devices, artificial muscles,
breathable clothing and sensors [11–14].

Deployable structures are necessary components in various in-
dustries [15]. Especially in aerospace [16], navigation, weapon and
equipment structure fields [17,18], the applications have attracted
more and more extensive attention and recognition. In general, tradi-
tional deployable components rely on spring driven and mechanical
driven systems [19,20], which are quite complicated and lead to serious
impact to the whole structure inevitably with relatively heavy shocks
and vibrations when deploying. In order to overcome these problems,
intelligent deployable structures based on SMPCs have been adopted to
realize the capabilities of structure bearing, self-locking and deploy-
ment, showing the features of simple structure, light weight, and low
impact [21–24], etc. The deployable structures have developed diverse
space deployable components with large deployment/fold ratio, in-
cluding hinge, beam, truss, antenna and solar array [25–27]. For ex-
ample, Santo et al. shown the feasibility of shape memory epoxy foams
for building multi-functional composite structures on the International
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Space Station and found that the recovery ability could not be affected
by the micro-gravity environment [28]. In 2013, during the BION-M1
mission of the Soyuz spacecraft 180° folded SMPC laminate was ob-
served to deploy, which provided important evidence for designing self-
deployable structures [29]. Typically, hinges are the most extensively
used driven components during the deployment process of deployable
structures. Elastic Memory Composite (EMC) materials developed by
Composite Technology Development, Inc. was designed into hinges to
deploy an experimental solar array on the TacSat-2 Mission in 2006 for
the first time [30]. AEC-Able Engineering Co. studied a Coilable
Longeron for deployable boom, which could be bent to a helix for
packaging and deploy with the force generated from the storage stain
energy of the longerons [31]. Yee et al. proposed a kind of carbon fiber
reinforced plastic tape springs, which were investigated by the non-
linear finite-element analysis method in detail [32]. Leng et al. designed
a SMPC hinge with the purpose of actuating a prototype of a solar array,
and implemented the whole deployment time of 80 s and deployment
ratio of approximately 100% during the recovery process [33]. Soy-
kasap investigated the folded configuration of woven carbon fiber re-
inforced plastic composite sheets with maximum strain and Tsai–Wu
failure criteria [34]. Ahn et al. demonstrated the manufacturing method
of deployable structures made of smart materials based actuators,
which had the capability of continuous morphing [35]. Generally,
hinges based on SMPC are assembled by a pair of symmetrical SMPC

laminates and two connecting structures on both sides combining SMPC
laminates and structures to actuate. Hinges with larger distance be-
tween SMPC laminates possess higher stiffness, but more buckling de-
formation in the bending process [36–39], which result in easily da-
mage of the material. On the contrary, the stiffness of SMPC hinge
would be reduced with small distance between laminates.

In this work, a new type of deployable structure based on carbon
fiber reinforced shape memory epoxy composites is developed. The
deployment part consists of two symmetrical arc-shaped laminates,
which is obtained from a whole SPMC tube. The novel deployable
structure, which is structural and functional integration without as-
sembling process, possesses improved reliability and performance, self-
locking and self-deployable, more controlled deployment process and
higher post-deployment stiffness and strength when compared to gen-
eral SMPC hinges. Three point bending tests under different tempera-
tures and modal tests have been conducted, in order to demonstrate the
variable stiffness and mechanical properties of the deployable structure.
Meanwhile, shape memory recovery tests, including the integrative
SMPC hinge and a whole deployable structure, have been performed to
investigate the shape memory effect. The experimental results and
computational results are compared for further illustration and ver-
ification.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of modified VARTM process and (b) the curing cycle of SMPC tube.
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2. Design and fabrication of integrative SMPC hinge

In this study, the SMP material adopted was epoxy-based shape
memory resin developed by Jinsong Leng’s group [24], of which the
glass transition was 100 °C. The Carbon fiber (T300-3K, plain weave)
reinforced shape memory composite tube was fabricated by vacuum
assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) that was modified for cylinder,
as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). To overcome the difficulty of demolding for a
relatively long product in fabrication process, a special design of the
mold was particularly important. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube
was selected as mold because of the smooth surface, which made it easy
to demold, and the melting point of 327 °C, which insured that it could
work effectively during the curing process. The PTFE mold was cleaned
with acetone, followed by Freekote. The carbon fiber sheets in the
predetermined configuration (± 45° along the axis) were winded on
the mold, and then covered by porous release film and distribution

Fig. 2. Fabrication process of SMPC tube.

Fig. 3. Dimensions of arc-shaped laminates.

Fig. 4. Finite element model of an integrative SMPC hinge.

Fig. 5. Tensile experiment of SMPC.
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mesh as shown in Fig. 2. After the preparation process, the setup was
vacuumed for at least 1 h to make sure there was on air in the system.
Fig. 1(b) illustrated the detailed curing process, which was at 80° for
3 h, 100° for 3 h and 150° for 5 h. The SMPC tube specimen was fab-
ricated with the length of 1500mm, an inner diameter of 25mm and an
outer diameter of 28mm.

The SMPC tube was cut into two symmetrical arc-shaped laminates
with the length of 100mm and the arc angle of 120° in the bending
area, which made it possible for the SMPC tube to be packaged as a
whole structure. The relevant characteristics of the integrative SMPC
hinges are shown in Fig. 3. The arc angle θ is closely related to the
shape memory deformation of the arc-shaped laminates. The laminates
would be more stable and provide larger restoring moment with a
bigger arc angle. However, with the growth of the arc angle, de-
formation of the side edges of arc-shaped laminates would markedly
increase, thus leading to further damage of the material. The experi-
mental results show that arc laminates with the arc angle of 120° could
meet the requirements of design parameters, which could also maintain
no damage with bending radius of 20mm. This strategy offers several
advantages. The function of these two symmetrical arc-shaped

laminates is to provide very high stiffness when deployed, and ac-
commodate very high strains when folded like a pair of hinges.
Meanwhile, they show obvious superiority of light weight and structure
integration without complex mechanical connections.

3. Computational model analysis

3.1. Bending property analysis of integrative SMPC hinge

The distributions of stress and deformation with different bending
angles under the influence of temperature were predicted using the
finite element analysis (FEA) software ABAQUS. A finite element model
was created to simplify the integrative hinges with inner diameter of
25mm, outer diameter of 28 mm, length of 400mm, h=100mm and
θ=120° (shown in Fig. 3). The hinge was meshed using C3D8R ele-
ments, the number of which was 23568. The mesh technique selected
was ‘Structured’ and the boundary conditions applied were on both
ends of the hinge, as shown in Fig. 4. The step Visco was used to si-
mulate the deformation of integrative hinge. The material model was
established based on previous work [40] in Prof. Jinsong Leng’s group.
The material parameters (thermal expansion coefficient, coefficient C1,
C2, and viscoelastic parameters) were chosen from the literature [41]
related to similar shape memory epoxy system. The elastic modulus of
the material at different temperatures were obtained from the tensile
tests.

3.2. Modal analysis of different hinge types

In order to conduct the modal analysis of SMPC tube, integrative
SMPC hinges and traditional SMPC hinges [33], the FEA software
ABAQUS was adopted with finite element method. The step Frequency
in liner perturbation was selected. The element type was C3D8R and
mesh technique was ‘Structured’. The free boundary condition main-
tained the same as modal testing in order to compare with each other.
The whole SMPC tube (with the length of 1500mm, an inner diameter
of 25mm and an outer diameter of 28mm), SMPC tube with integrative
hinges described in Fig. 3, and SMPC tube connected with traditional
SMPC hinges, the length and arc angle of which are the same as in-
tegrative hinges, were investigated, which were named type I, type II,
and type III respectively. The material properties of SMPC at 25 °C were

Fig. 6. Three point bending tests of integarative SMPC hinge.

Fig. 7. DIC setup (a) and specimen (b) for calculation.
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from the tensile tests, and the material type of the connection parts
between SMPC hinge and tube in traditional SMPC hinge were defined
as aluminum alloy (Elasticity modulus E=72 GPa Poisson’s ratio
v=0.3), which is the same as the material parameters selected in the
real structure.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dynamic mechanical analysis

The basic properties of pure shape memory epoxy play a significant
part in the performances of SMPC and SMPC based structures. In order
to conduct thermo-mechanical analysis of pure SMP, a dynamic me-
chanical analyzer (NETZSCH DMA Q800) was adopted to identify the
storage modulus and tangent delta. Sample with dimensions of
30×5×1.2mm3 were tested at 5 Hz and at a heating rate of 5 °C/min

from 25 °C to 150 °C. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of SMP was
determined at the peak value of tangent delta.

4.2. Static mechanical tests

Static mechanical tests were conducted with the temperature con-
trolled from 25 °C to 125 °C with an increment of 25 °C. A thermal
regulating chamber was applied to create a controlled conditions with
specific temperature, while INSTRON 5569 with 50 KN load cell (for
tensile tests) and ZWICK/Z010 with 1 kN load cell (for three point
bending tests) were adopted to obtain a constant loading rate of 2mm/
min, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

4.2.1. Tensile experiments of SMPC

Tensile experiments of SMPC specimens have been carried out
under different temperatures (25 °C, 50 °C, 75 °C, 100 °C, 125 °C) for a

Fig. 8. Distribution of resistor heaters (a) and bent integrative SMPC hinge covered with shrinkable tube (b).

Fig. 9. Designed deformation process of self-deployable structure.
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better understanding of the material adopted in integrative SMPC
hinges, from which the temperature dependent mechanical properties
including elastic modulus and strength were determined. Fracture
morphologies and temperature sensitivity of SMPCs were observed and
analyzed. Three specimens with 250mm×25mm×1.5mm according
to ASTM D3039 were tested at each temperature. The applied force,
displacement and strain were recorded.

4.2.2. Three point bending tests of integrative SMPC hinge

It is necessary to verify the variation of stiffness of integrative SMPC
hinge under different temperatures to investigate the bending perfor-
mance. The experiments at each temperature (25 °C, 50 °C, 75 °C,
100 °C, 125 °C) were performed on three specimens, the dimensions of

which were with inner diameter of 25mm, outer diameter of 28mm,
length of 200mm, h= 100mm and θ=120° (shown in Fig. 3). The
span length was 120mm in the bending tests. The tests stopped when
the displacement of point in the central span reached the maximum
value of 10mm. During the bending test process, the values of applied
force and displacement were recorded.

4.3. Digital image correlation measurements

To investigate the displacement and strain field of integrative SMPC
hinge during the bending process, digital image correlation (DIC)

Fig. 10. The experimental equipment of modal testing and arrangement of impact points and response points on specimens.

Fig. 11. Storage modulus and tangent delta versus temperature of pure SMP.

Fig. 12. Deformation-load curves of SMPC under different temperatures from
tensile tests.
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technique was applied for measurements, which compared the de-
formed images with the first image (set as reference image) for calcu-
lation. As shown in Fig. 7, two cameras with resolution of 2448×2048
pixels and lens of 25mm were utilized to collect images of bending
surface at frequency of 5 Hz, and a lamp was to improve the brightness.
Two resistor heaters (resistance R= 29Ω) powered by DC power
supply (voltage V=23 v) provided heat for deformation from 0° to
180° of integrative SMPC hinge. The specimens had white background
with random black speckles for contrast, which were applied by white
and black spray paint. The temperature of bending area was monitored
by Hioki MEMORY HiLOGGER LR8400 portable data logger. The ef-
fective view field was approximately 20mm×40mm due to the limit
of large angle deformation.

4.4. Shape memory recovery tests of integrative SMPC hinge

In order to actuate the SMPC tube with heat, resistor heaters (re-
sistance R=29Ω) were stuck on the outside surfaces of the symme-
trical arc-shaped laminates in bending areas, as shown in Fig. 8.
Shrinkable tubes were adopted to cover the outside surface for the
purpose of protecting the wires of resistor heaters, as shown in Fig. 8.
Hioki MEMORY HiLOGGER LR8400 was adopted to measure the tem-
perature of the hinge surface in heated area.

The self-deployable structure consists of a SMPC tube with three
integrative hinges, two resistor heaters for each deformation hinges and
a base with a 45° angle providing support for the tube fixing. The de-
signed deformation process of self-deployable structure, of which two
configurations are demonstrated, the folded configuration and the de-
ployed configuration, are shown in Fig. 9. The SMPC tube was bent into
five parts with three 180° angle deformation integrative hinges and one

45° angle deformation hinge by heat-treatment, which provided driving
force for recovery process. Then, a base was assembled to one end of the
SMPC tube so that it is convenient to make the SMPC tube fixed. At this
point, the folded configuration of self-deployable structure is obtained.
For shape memory recovery process, the folded self-deployable tube are
heated in sequence from the end with base to the other, deforming to
the original state under control.

Fig. 13. Curves of elastic modulus (from tensile tests), relative stiffness (from
three point bending tests) and max Von Mises stress (from ABAQUS simulation)
versus temperature.

Fig. 14. Fracture morphology of SMPC under five different temperatures.

Fig. 15. Experimental curves of applied force versus deflection.

Fig. 16. Comparison of natural frequencies of experimental and simulation
results.
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4.5. Modal testing of different hinge types

In order to investigate the effect of different hinge types on struc-
tural mechanical property, model tests were designed and performed
through hammering impact method. The three types of structures (type
I, type II, and type III) have been prepared. The arrangements of impact
points and response points are shown in Fig. 10, where 11 impact points
are set along the axial direction of SMPC tube with even distribution
and the response point is arranged at the 6th point. The specimens were
suspended on a designed holder by light elastic ropes with the purpose
of simulating the free boundary conditions. Impact hammer with model
SN30979 and sensitivity 12.25mV/N was applied to provide excita-
tions, and acceleration sensor with model SN46550 and sensitivity
10.07mV/m/s2 was to detect vibration responses simultaneously. The
impact points are excited five times to guarantee consistent data, during
which coherence function is the reference standard used to evaluate
their reliability. As shown in Fig. 10, the impact signal and response
signal were collected and processed by DEWETRON dynamic signal
analyzer, where the modal parameters including natural frequencies,

mode shapes and damping ratios were obtained with the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) analyzer, Frequency Response Function (FRF) Geo-
metry and modal circle fit method [42,43]. Force window was used to
eliminate the noises that may appear on the impact excitation channel.
At the same time, the exponential window was employed for hammer
signals to meet the requirements of FFT.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Dynamic mechanical properties of pure SMP

The storage modulus and tan δ of pure shape memory epoxy as a
function of temperature are reported in Fig. 11. Tan δ presents the ratio
of loss modulus to storage modulus, the peak value of which is defined
as Tg. Therefore, the Tg value of pure SMP is about 98 °C. It could be
observed that there is a sharp decrease in storage modulus within the
glass transition region, illustrating the two different states at varying
temperatures in SMP, namely glassy state and rubbery state. The glass
transition process occurs in the region between these two states, which
is important for shape memory material.

5.2. The effect of temperature on SMPC

The curves of load versus displacement from tensile tests are shown
in Fig. 12. The fracture strength of SMPC declines obviously with the
increase of temperature, which are from 138MPa at 25 °C, 15MPa at
100 °C (Tg), to 10MPa at 125 °C. Fig. 13 illustrates that the elastic
modulus is 2588MPa at 25 °C, dropping to 459MPa at 100 °C and
388MPa at 125 °C, the reason behind which is that the SMP transfers
from the glassy state to rubber state gradually when external environ-
ment changes from room temperature to Tg temperature, and then
maintains in rubber state when temperature is in 100–125 °C. Fig. 14
shows the fracture morphology of tensile tested SMPC under different
temperatures. Specimens at 25 °C have straight fractures, but the frac-
tures of specimens at 50 °C become oblique, and obvious breaks of
carbon fibers could be observed at both 25 °C and 50 °C, which means
the epoxy and carbon fibers possess strong interfacial adhesion force. It
could be found that the fracture pattern turns to fiber pull-out above
75 °C due to the rubber state of shape memory epoxy and the pull-out is
easier at higher temperature. The interfacial strength between epoxy
and carbon fibers, which decreases with the increase of temperature,
plays a significant role in fracture patterns during fracture process of
the composites.

5.3. Mechanical properties of integrative SMPC hinge

5.3.1. Variable stiffness

The three point bending experiment curves of applied load versus
displacement under different temperatures are described in Fig. 15. The
integrative SMPC hinge shows typical properties of elastic material at
room temperature. Elastic deformation happens at initial stage, fol-
lowed by inhomogeneous yield plastic deformation and homogeneous
plastic deformation. The integrative SMPC hinge processes large ex-
tensibility with the influence of heat, which results from the intrinsic
elastic networks of shape memory epoxy. The relative bending stiffness
EI of integrative SMPC hinge is expressed via:

= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

l

I

F

δ
E

48

∆

∆

3

where l is the span length, F∆ is the applied load and Δδ is the de-
flection of central point in span. And ΔF/Δδ can be calculated according
to the slope of initial linear stage in the curves obtained at different
temperatures. The tendency of bending stiffness based on temperature
is illustrated in Fig. 11. The bending stiffness is 2.81 Nm2 at 25 °C,
followed by 2.28 Nm2, 1.59 Nm2, 0.5 Nm2 and 0.41 Nm2, at 25 °C,
50 °C, 75 °C, 100 °C and 125 °C respectively. The elastic modulus of

Fig. 17. Comparison of damping ratios for three types of structures.

Fig. 18. The first four mode shapes of integrative SMPC hinge from experi-
mental (a, c, e, g) and simulation (b, d, f, h) results.
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shape memory epoxy decreases dramatically under temperature near
Tg, because of which the stiffness has a steep drop when temperature
rises from 75 °C to 100 °C. The sight decrease of elastic modulus of
shape memory epoxy under temperature over Tg leads to a relatively
slow drop of stiffness from 100 °C to 125 °C. The value of bending
stiffness at 25 °C shows a nearly sevenfold increase, compared to the
figure at 125 °C. The integrative SMPC hinge possesses the character-
istic of variable stiffness owing to the temperature change.

5.3.2. Modal characteristics

The first four order natural frequencies and mode shapes obtained
from the finite element method are shown in Figs. 16 and 18. Com-
parisons were made between the results from simulation and experi-
ment.

Fig. 16 reports that the natural frequencies of integrative SMPC
hinges and traditional SMPC hinges presents decline trends in varying
degrees, resulting from the existence of two hinge forms. Compared
with traditional SMPC hinges, integrative SMPC hinges possess much
higher natural frequencies, which means that integrative SMPC hinges

can significantly improve structural total stiffness without complex
mechanical connections. There is no obvious difference in amplitude
peaks in frequency response function of the three types of structures,
implying little structural damping variation among the three types of
structures. Comparisons of natural frequencies of three kinds of speci-
mens obtained from experimental and simulation results are illustrated
in Fig. 16. Results from experiments are demonstrated with solid lines,
while these from simulation are shown with dash lines. And the color
red, blue and black present SMPC tube, integrative SMPC hinges and
traditional SMPC hinges, respectively. It can be observed that the ex-
perimental data show good consistency with the simulation data, ver-
ifying the feasibility and applicability of the methods. The maximum
relative error of the first four orders between experimental and simu-
lation results is about 6%, which is acceptable and inevitable, due to the
experimental errors and fabrication defects. It is obviously that the
natural frequencies of SMPC tube are located in the upper part of the
other type specimens, because of the higher stiffness of the whole SMPC
tube. The first four order damping ratios of three types of structures
from experiments are shown in Fig. 17, which are determined by using
modal circle fit method [42]. The ranges of damping ratios for three
types of structures are from 0.25% to 1.60%. It can be observed that the
traditional SMPC hinges possess higher damping ratio than SMPC tube
and integrative SMPC hinge, the reason behind which is that the con-
nection parts in traditional SMPC hinges increase the internal friction of
the structure, and have the ability of absorption of vibration. As shown
in Fig. 18, the first four order mode shapes of integrative SMPC hinges
from both modal tests and finite element simulation are compared. The
mode shapes from two kinds of results are basically in agreement. It can
also be found that the large ratio of length and radius brings about most
longitudinal mode shapes in first four orders.

5.3.3. Bending properties

In order to investigate flexural properties, the hinge was bent into
180°, during which Mises stresses at four different angles (45°, 90°,
135°, and 180°) were studied. Here laminate 1 referred to the laminate
on stretch side, while laminate 2 referred to the laminate on com-
pression side. Fig. 19 demonstrates the simulation results at 100 °C. The
location distribution of maximum Mises stress with different bending
angles were not the same. As shown in Fig. 19, the maximum Mises
stress located right in the middle of inner surface of laminate 1 when

Fig. 19. Mises stress distribution of integrative SMPC hinges bent with 45° (a), 90° (b), 135° (c), and 180° (d).

Fig. 20. The Von Mises stress versus bending angle of Point A.
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the hinge was bent with 45° and 135°. While the hinge was bent with
90° and 180°, the maximum Mises stress located respectively in the
edge of inner surface in middle bending area and the junctions of
symmetrical arc-shaped laminates and tube. Although the locations
differed from each other, the value of maximum Mises stress raised with
the increasing of bending angle, which were 28.49MPa, 30.61MPa,
31.65MPa, and 32.26MPa, respectively.

The middle point of bending area in outside surface of laminate 1,
named Point A, drew particular interests and was given special atten-
tion, due to the fact that Point A had maximum tensile deformation
during the bending process. The relationship between Mises stress of
the point and bending angles was recorded from ABAQUS simulation,
as shown in Fig. 20. The Mises stress of Point A increased steadily with
the growth of bending angle, during which the maximum Mises stress
was 30.2 MPa at the bending angle of 144°. The stress increased sharply
to a relative high value when the hinge was bent to 27°. The reason
behind this is the contact of two laminates, which led to a rapid in-
crease of Mises stress during the bending process. When the hinge
continued to be bent to a larger angle, the Mises stress rose to 25.5MPa

Fig. 21. Surface strain distribution in deformation process at 100 °C.

Fig. 22. Bending recovery process of a single integrative SMPC hinge.

Fig. 23. Relationship of recovery angle and time of a single integrative SMPC
hinge.
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at 63°, reflecting the full contact process of two laminates.
The relationship between maximum Von Mises stress and tem-

perature during bending process from 0° to 180° is shown in Fig. 13. It is
obvious that the max Mises stresses of integrative SMPC hinge show a
rapid decline from 25 °C to 100 °C, and the downward trend becomes
quite slow from 100 °C to 125 °C, resulting from the change of elastic
modulus. This tendency provides a basis for selection of appropriate
temperature to deform the target shape of integrative SMPC hinge.
Fig. 21 demonstrates the strain distribution of tension sides in

deformation process at 100 °C from DIC results. It can be seen that the
strain concentrations display in central areas, which corresponds to the
stress concentrations. The area of strain concentrations is wider under
larger bending angle. The strain values have deviations (maximum re-
lative errors of 1.8% at 45°) when compared with simulation results,
which is caused by experimental errors and simulation accuracy.
However, the strain distribution and tendency obtained from DIC
measurements are consistent with ABAQUS computational data. The
missing areas of stain fields at 90°, 135° and 180° result from the loss of
collection points at large bending angles.

5.4. Shape memory properties of integrative SMPC hinge

5.4.1. Integrative SMPC hinge

Fig. 22 shows the detailed bending recovery process of a single in-
tegrative SMPC hinge. Relationship of recovery angle and time is shown
in Fig. 23. It took 30 s to recover to 45°, 40 s to 90°, 47 s to 135°, and
61 s to 180°. The shape memory recovery speed of the integrative SMPC
hinge is relative high during the recovery process from 45° to 135°, due
to the fact that there are adequate heat and storage energy for recovery
in the middle stage. The shape recovery ratio maintains 100% with 10
times fold-deploy process.

5.4.2. Deployable structure

The folded configuration of self-deployable structure after heating
and stress induced deformation is demonstrated in Fig. 24. The pack-
aged SMPC tube was heated in a predetermined sequence and deployed.
The characteristics during the recovery process are shown in detail in
Table 1. It took 30 s for the first hinge (45° angle deformation) to re-
cover to the original shape. As for the next three hinges (180° angle
deformation), a little longer time about 60 s was used to finish de-
formation recovery. The recovery time can be adjusted to meet different
requirements through altering the actuation power. From the re-
lationship between bending angle and recovery time (Fig. 25), several
rules could be found out. Approximate 12 s were needed to preheat
bending area to approach to glass transition temperature (Tg) of the
shape memory polymer composites, then obvious deformation recovery
was triggered. The fastest recovery stage was from 45° to 135° for one
hinge, which was approximate 18 s except for the effect of gravity.
During this period, the bending area was fully heating up to Tg and

Fig. 24. Shape memory recovery process of self-deployable structure.

Table 1

Characteristics during the shape memory recovery process.

Characteristics The 1st
hinge

The 2nd
hinge

The 3rd
hinge

The 4th
hinge

Driving power 18 w 18w 18w 18w
Recovery time 30 s 60 s 58 s 56 s
Maximum temperature 110 °C 113 °C 109 °C 108 °C

Fig. 25. Relationship between recovery angle and time of self-deployable
structure.
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stored enough shape memory potential energy to release. The recovery
rate was faster when the direction of deformation was in accordance
with the direction of gravity (135° to 180° of the 2nd hinge, 0° to 45° of
the 3rd hinge, 135° to 180° of the 4th hinge). The recovery time was
going shorter and shorter from the 2nd hinge to the 4th hinge, speci-
fically from 60 s to 56 s, the reason of which was that there was more
weight to be supported during the recovery of the 2nd hinge, while only
one short part of the tube did rotary movement during the 4th hinge
recovery.

Satisfied shape memory performances of integrative hinge were
observed through bending and shape memory recovery tests. Compared
to about 60 s’ recovery time of integrative SMPC hinge, traditional
SMPC hinges need more time to deploy to the original state. Lan et al.
reported a prototype of a solar array actuated by SMPC hinge, and it
took about 100 s to deploy from 140° to 0° [33]. And another traditional
SMPC hinge reported for space deployable structures took about 107 s
to deploy fully [44]. In addition, the folding angle of traditional SMPC
hinge is roughly from 120° to 140° depending on the cycle time and
temperature, while folding angle of integrative SMPC hinge could reach
180° [44]. The integrative SMPC hinges are structural and functional
integration without assembling process, and could avoid impact load to
the system with simple and steady deploying process by comparison
with mechanical deployable structures. Because mechanical deployable
structures with spring hinge usually have complex and heavy connec-
tion parts [45–47], and may cause uncontrollable impact during the
unfolding process, which could bring bad effects on surrounding com-
ponents and parts.

5.5. Application

The prototype of deplorable structure has various applications in
aerospace, such as self-driven gripping device, multi-angle imaging
system and deployable solar array, and so on. Figs. 26 and 27 show a
prospective self-driven gripping device and multi-angle imaging system
that could be utilized in aerospace. The folded configuration of de-
plorable structure possesses superior mechanical properties and

occupies little space, which enable to go through the launch stage of
satellite. The deployed configuration makes it possible for the satellite
to capture targets or record images of itself and space environment at
working stage.

6. Conclusion

A SMPC based hinge, which is structural and functional integration
without complex mechanical connections, has been designed and ana-
lyzed from the perspective of material, properties and application. The
variable elastic modulus of SMPC with temperature has been obtained
from tensile tests, providing evidence for simulation of bending prop-
erty and modal analysis. Results from modal tests demonstrate the
significantly improved structural total stiffness of integrative SMPC
hinges, due to the higher natural frequencies. Bending behaviors such
as strain and stress distributions, received from simulation data and DIC
technique, are to evaluate the deformation process of integrated SMPC
hinges. The hinges have satisfied shape memory recovery properties,
including 100% shape recovery ratio with 10 times fold-deploy process
and approximately 60 s shape recovery time from 180° to 0°. The in-
tegrated SMPC hinges can be applied to construct deployable structures
for promising applications in aerospace, and two types of structures
that are self-driven gripping device and multi-angle imaging system
have been described. Further works will focus on the optimization de-
sign of structure, more precise experiments on whole structures and
integration of multi-functional components for a wide range of appli-
cation.
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